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Go to tool navigator

This is a toolbox to help support an expanded climate and innovation agenda. Where the focus is on human needs and the solution provided can deliver on those needs in a way that supports a  future where 11 billion people can live flourishing lives on a regenerative planet.

1. Initial scan
Climate and innovation scanningClimate and innovation scanningLaunch 






2. Strategy development
City/Region strategy development and  benchmarking (under development)Launch Coming soon

Launch Coming soon
City/Region strategy development and  benchmarking (under development)

Sector-based innovation guidesLaunch 

Launch 
Sector-based innovation guides

Business model development and benchmarkingLaunch 

Launch 
Business model development and benchmarking





3. Identify solutions, accelerate / assess the positive impacts
Innovation quadrants for 11 billion flourishing lives on a regenerative planetInnovation quadrants for 11 billion flourishing lives on a regenerative planetLaunch 


Full climate impact assessment with avoided emissionsFull climate impact assessment with avoided emissionsLaunch 


Full iceberg approachFull iceberg approachLaunch 


Assessment and support guideAssessment and support guideLaunch 





4. Delivering impact in clusters
The Gigaton OpportunityThe Gigaton OpportunityLaunch 


Understand your role in the 21st century innovation ecosystemUnderstand your role in the 21st century innovation ecosystemLaunch Coming soon






5. Thought leadership
Flow and mental pollution assessment using brain scienceFlow and mental pollution assessment using brain scienceLaunch 













Materials
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Publications, framework documents, and assessments from MI members and other stakeholders an expanded climate and innovation agenda for a future where 11 billion people can live flourishing lives.
Publications
Framework documents
Assessments



Latest
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Snapshots from events, media and processes where the work under Mission Innovations Net-Zero Compatible Innovations Initiative (NCI) have been presented and/or discussed.
News
Leaders in the innovation ecosystem (tbc)[image: ]





About
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NCI was launched at the third Mission Innovation Ministerial meeting to develop a Framework for Assessing Avoided Emissions to support investors and funders to identify those system solutions and technologies that have significant ability or potential to contribute to reduced greenhouse gas emissions in society, so called, avoided emissions.
About the initiative
Partners
History of Avoided Emissions
Contact
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Download


Incubators Accelerating the Uptake of Start-Ups with 1.5ºC Compatible Solutions
The purpose of this report is to present the PICU framework and the potential for incubators to play a key role in the urgent work to deliver the deep and fast emission reductions needed to avoid dangerous climate change. PICU is a framework with four steps to help incubators, identify start-ups with significant potential, strengthen sustainability ideas, support clustering, and enable accelerated uptake of the solutions from the start-ups.
Written by Julia Creutz and Dennis Pamlin, with valuable input from Martina Hegestig and Oscar Spaak.
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Often used together
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